
Have you built revenues on the 
IDFA sandcastle?

Our patented technology takes the first-party subscriber 
information that already exists from telco networks and 
uses it to verify users, cross domain and cross device, in  
real time. Publishers can see the users of their app and 
identify the same user on return visits, irrespective of the 
device used.

Telco data is also used to create a second identifier: a 
dynamic transaction ID for audience activation that can be 
delivered safely into the advertising ecosystem for message 
customisation, and audience targeting. The transactional ID is 
added to the bid request and exchanged for an audience signal, 
or cohort, real-time and pre-bid. 

The verified ID is unique to the app. No personal data is ever 
moved, shared or exposed outside the telco network. It’s privacy 
by design.

Finding a replacement identifier to overcome the 
new IDFA limitations  is the best way to protect your 
monetisation in a post-IOS 14 world. 

Novatiq’s solution is both privacy-first and double-
layered. We partner with telcos to deliver a first-party 
identifier with benefits that go beyond the first-party 
cookie – a solution that enables the continued use of 
personalised in-app advertising at scale. 
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How it works
Thrive and monetise 
with Novatiq

Following the phase-out of third-party cookies, IDFA, Apple’s ID for Advertisers, is set 
to make tracking in mobile apps an ‘opt-in’ situation in iOS 14. 
Latest estimates say that no more than 30% of mobile app users will give tracking 
permission – essentially making most IOS app users unrecognisable. 
This is a big deal for supply chain platforms and a significant challenge for IOS  
ad-funded apps, putting revenues and free app usage at serious risk. 



Build your audience profiles from your first-party data, 
at scale

Fuel app analytics and consented user profiling 

Activate consented data profiles with no data 
exchange, using just the verified ID

Quickly activate your data across all advertising 
platforms without making individual integrations with 
each telco 

Generate better in-app campaign performance for 
clients

Future-proof your revenues by becoming completely 
independent from third-party data

Telco-grade transparency, privacy and security

Easy to implement with a simple SDK update

Novatiq powers people-based marketing without compromising 
data security. 

Our telco in-network integration and privacy-first patented ID solutions 
grant third-parties consented use of telco-generated verified IDs.  
Our cookie-less technology places privacy as priority, for brands to target 
first-party deterministic audiences using safe data intelligence. 

Client brands who work with NovatiqClient agencies who work with Novatiq

Key benefits of our  
dual-ID approach
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